
 
 
 
Wall Street hiring scene is prime 
Mortgages, steep competition for talent create hot job market 
By David Weidner, MarketWatch 
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NEW YORK (MarketWatch) -- The upheaval in the mortgage market is doing more than just 
causing havoc with investors; it's shaking up the job market on Wall Street. 
 
Fresh off some of the richest bonuses ever handed out, investment bankers and traders, especially 
those who deal with leveraged debt, are in high demand. In some cases, bidding has driven newly 
hired employees into the arms of a rival in mere weeks.  
 

"The market is on fire," said Gustavo Dolfino, president of the Whiterock Group, 
an executive recruiting firm. "People are moving as we speak, and some are 
moving again."  
 
Recruiters describe what feels like a perfect storm of demand and cash. A 
record $26 billion in bonuses was handed out at year-end and in the first 
quarter. That's in New York alone. And the growth of the $1.4 trillion hedge-
fund business continues to challenge banks on the Street in their hunt for 
talented traders and managers.  
 
Securities-industry employment rose to 804,000 at the end of 2006 after a third 
consecutive year of increases. The employment figure is just 4% shy of the all-
time high set in 2000, according to the Securities Industry and Financial 
Markets Association.  
 
That hiring pace may not be fast enough, according to Alan Johnson, principal 
of Johnson Associates Inc. a Wall Street recruiting and executive-search firm. 
He said Wall Street was burned by the 2000 collapse. That year, bonuses 
tumbled 21.8% and then 27% the next year. The industry shed 27,000 jobs in 

2001 and another 39,000 jobs the following year.   

'People who 
do equity 
trading and 
fixed-income 
trading -- the 
traditional 
products -- 
aren't getting 
that much 
money 
anymore.' 
— Gustavo Dolfino, 
Whiterock Group 

 
"There's pent-up demand," Johnson said.  
 
Among the most sought-after positions are in capital markets. Bankers and traders who have 
experience structuring collateralized debt obligations, or CDOs, are in high demand to feed 
departments handling securities backed by mortgages, assets, corporate debt and other loans.  
 
"People who do equity trading and fixed-income trading -- the traditional products -- aren't getting that 
much money anymore," Dolfino said. "The money has moved into the structured-products arena, 
especially on the fixed-income side."  
 
Recruiting, targeted hiring 
Most of the major banks continue to do the bulk of their hiring through campus recruiting of top MBAs, 
and that effort has ramped up as springtime nears. Unlike in years past, many banks are expanding 
their screening process to include candidates who can crunch the complicated numbers involved in 
structured debt.  
 
"You need 10 more points of IQ than you did in the old days," Johnson said.  
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At Merrill Lynch & Co. (MER ) and Credit Suisse (CS ), 
the emphasis has shifted to Ph. D. and master's-degree 
recipients with quantitative backgrounds, particularly in 
capital markets. Computer and math graduates are in 
high demand.  
 
The tight environment also is on the mind of analysts who 
follow Wall Street banks. During Goldman Sachs Group 
Inc.'s (GS ) conference call announcing recent results, 
David Viniar, chief financial officer, was asked about the 
tight market for talent.  
 
"It takes a lot of effort, people put in an enormous amount of time into recruiting, but that is one big 
source of hiring for us," Viniar said. "As far as hiring experienced people, which we do a fair amount of 
as well, it is difficult, but the market is tight. There is a lot of competition out there."  
 
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. (JPM ) is openly looking to beef up its energy-trading unit. The bank is also 
seeking candidates with experience in structured products for retail investors such as high-net-worth 
clients.  
 
One bright spot is that, as the job market requires more global knowledge, the globe is responding. 
Top U.S. business schools, such as those at Harvard and Stanford universities and the University of 
Pennsylvania, remain king, recruiters say, but foreign universities are producing a share of candidates.  
 
"You see the mug shots of the new hires at any firm," Johnson said, "[and] it's like the United Nations."  
 
 

Hedge-fund pressure 
The industry also continues to expand. Insurance companies and pension 
funds used to invest in simple, plain-vanilla investment products such as stocks 
and bonds. Now there's a growing willingness to embrace more sophisticated 
categories such as private equity and derivatives. The comfort level also means 
those firms are battling for those same candidates that the traditional Wall 
Street banks are, recruiters said.  

'People have 
collected 
their bonuses 
and are 
looking for a 
better 
contract, a 
payout, 
something 
that will be 
more 
enticing.' 
— Sandy Gross, 
Pinetum Partners 

 
"They're also competing on a global level," Johnson added. "Now you have to 
worry about Barclays and Deutsche Bank."  
 
One persistent source of competition is hedge funds.  
 
"People have collected their bonuses and are looking for a better contract, a 
payout, something that will be more enticing," said Sandy Gross, managing 
partner of Pinetum Partners, a Greenwich, Conn.-based search firm who 
counts several hedge funds among her clients.  
 
The people who do leave Wall Street for hedge funds "are looking for 
autonomy, the ability to run something."  
 

Gross, who worked at Amaranth Advisors, the hedge fund that collapsed last year as a result of bad 
energy trades, said many affected in the experience did return to traditional Wall Street firms because 
they wanted more security and that big firms are raising the stakes by boosting compensation.  
 
Such job switchers "can do exactly what they were doing at a hedge fund with a little more stability," 
Gross said.  
 
Hedge funds are, however, looking for the same kinds of people that their counterparts on Wall Street 
are. Finance pros who can do both credit and equities and those with experience investing globally are 
also a hot property.  
 
"I'm looking for someone in emerging markets," Gross said. "Send them over."  
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